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(Paper No. 3738.) 

‘‘ Flowing-Water Problems.” 
By EDGAR CHARLES THRUPP, Assoc. M. Inst. C.E. 

THE  Paper  relath particularly to the question of the  ratio of the mean 
velocity in a stream  to  the maximum surface velocity under various 
circumstances.’ It includes the results of the Author’s studies on 
the general laws of  flow in rivers, which have been briefly indicated 
before,2 and  are here presented for the first time in  the form of a 
diagram based upon definite formulas;  and some data relating to 
scouring power are also given. 

General Laws of Flow and the critical velocity i n  open  channels.-- 
I n  1887, in a Paper read before the Society of Engineers, the 
Author gave formulas and coefficients for the flow  of water in pipes 
and open channels : the formulas are summarized in Table 11, and 
will be referred to later. With regard to large open channels, 
however, he  has discovered that  the critical velocity phenomenon 
occurs a t  much higher velocities than had been  supposed, and his 
conclusions arrived at   in  1887 are therefore superseded by the 
formulas given in  the present  Paper. 

Fig. 1, Plate 5, is a logarithmic diagram representing the laws 
of  flow in rivers, canals and smooth open channels of fairly uniform 
section, and approximating in character to smooth earth or mud and 
sand. The horizontal scale gives the slope expressed in terms of 
length of channel divided by the fall.  The  vertical scale is plotted 
to  the values of 4 ?r R2 X v, that is the discharge in cubic feet per 
second of a pipe of the hydraulic radius R. This quantity has no 
practical significance in reference to open channel work, but it gives a 
convenient scale for plotting the diagonal lines  representing the 
hydraulic radii and mean velocities, and  other curves shown. The 

1 See  Discussion  on  Water-Supply  Papers by Measm. Tait,  Barnett  and Hill. 

2 Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. cxlvii,  pp. 125-128. 
* “ A  New Formula for the Flow of Water  in  Pipes  and Open Channels.” 

Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. clxvii, p. 216. 

Transactions of the Society of Engineers, 1887, p. 224. 
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position of the critical region is clearly indicated by the curious curves 
representing the hydraulic radius and velocity lines. 

Whilst  the diagram extends only to  a hydraulic radius of 0.10 
foot, the position of the critical region probably begins to curve a 
little above this point, and rapidly assumes an  entirely different 
inclination below it, but further  data  are needed to locate the curve 
accurately. For practical work on open channels, however, this 
doubtful region will rarely be required, and  the error,  within the 
limits of the diagram, cannot be large. The lower velocity boundary 
of the critical region is prohably affected considerably by the  tem- 
perature of the water, and also by the roughness of the channel and 
by  weeds or rushes. The  sites of the Author’s experiments on the 
Kennet  and  the Thames were somewhat obstructed by weeds and 
rushes, and  are therefore not suitable  for locating the critical  points 
on a general diagram dealing with unobstructed channels. The 
Mississippi (1882) data have therefore been used to locate the 
critical point. 

The construction of the diagram in Fig. 1 is based upon the 
following three formulas :- 

(a )  For slopes of l in 10,000 or steeper, 

21 = Ro.61 
0.01256 S”‘“ 

( b )  For the middle of the critical region (the  tangent lines  to the 
two cul’ves on the diagram), 

Ro.61 v = -~ 
0 * 1442 So”’” 

(c) For slopes of 1 in 100,000 or flatter and  up  to  the critical 
region, 

R0.7 
v =  

0-000002819 

where II = mean velocity in  feet per second. 
R = hydraulic  radius in feet. 
S = length of channel divided by the fall. 

These formulas apply to  the  straight  parts of the lines in 
Fig. 1, representing the hydraulic radius  and  the velocity: the 
curves rounding off their connections at the sides of the critical 
region are added without  the use of a formula. 
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It was  shown  by the  Author  in 1887 that  Kutter's formula for 
open channels was far less accurate than was generally supposed : 
that conclusion is now emphasized  by the demonstration of the 
critical velocity phenomenon given in  Fig. 1. 

Many early writers (Hagen, Gauckler, Kutter  and others) were 
influenced by data showing that  the resistance on gradients flatter 
than 1 in 10,000 varied in some ratio greater than 82, but  they all 
failed to observe that  the range of this law was very limited and 
that  at extremely flat gradients  the resistance varied in some ratio 
very much  less than v2; in fact, more nearly as v, just as it does in 
very small pipes, but with much steeper gradients, as w y  shown by 
Professor Osborne Reynolds in 1883 and by the  Author  in 1887. The 
discovery of a wide departure from the Osborne Reynolds law of 
critical velocity was first made by  the  Author  in experimenting on a 
15-inch cast-iron pipe about 10 miles long, and he followed it up by 
investigations  carried out on the Thames and  Kennet,  taking special 
precautions to observe the slopes with hook gauges placed in 
sheltered boxes at points which had been connected by careful 
hydrostatic levelling operations. The  results of these three sets of 
experiments are given in  the Appendix. 

Another  set of experiments was made on  a wooden trough 8 inches 
wide, with  a view to locate the critical velocity for  a hydraulic 
radius of 0.10 to 0.15  foot. These experiments were so far 
successful as to show that  the critical velocity was below 0.20  foot 
per second, but  the  trough was not  sufficiently long to enable the 
law of resistance on  gradients flatter than 1 in 100,000 to be traced 
satisfactorily. 

On a careful study of the published results of the observations 
made by the Mississippi River Commission, it became apparent  that 
the  data obtained at Carrollton agreed better  with  the Author's 
formulas than with any previously given, and showed that  the 
conditions of %ow at  that  site were on the verge of the region 
where the resistance diminishes in a ratio less than 02. 

The operations carried out a t  Carrollton in 1882 are  the best set of 
gaugings made there, as regards consistency and  apparent reliability. 
I n  extensive gauging operations the element of personal error on the 
part of the staff employed is always liable to produce unaccountable 
differences, and insomelatergaugings  the Commission found such  wide 
discrepancies that  they decided not  to publish the slope observations. 
On gradients of 1 in 100,000 or thereabouts the difficulty of making 
accurate slope measurements by  ordinary levelling is so great  that 
discrepancies must be tolerated which  would not be admissible 
on gradients of 1 in 10,000 or steeper. It is,  however, to be  hoped 
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that more perfect data will be obtained in  future on large  rivers 
with hydrostatic levelling hose-pipes immersed in  the water, connect- 
ing  the slope stations,  and  acting  as  “pilot  tubes”  to read the 
water-levels at  the centre of the stream, instead of at  the sides 
as  is usually done. 

I n  locating the boundaries of the critical region in Fig. 1, the higher 
velocity side has been put  at about l in 10,000 because an examin- 
ation of hundreds of recorded experiments failed to disclose any 
substantial evidence of the resistance varying in a ratio greater than 
v2 on steeper gradients. Whilst  there is ample evidence of a  higher 
ratio between the  limits of gradients of l in 10,000 and 1 in 100,000, 
the boundary of the critical region on the lower velocity side 
does not appear to lie so nearly on a fixed gradient as on the  other 
side, but ranges from 1 in 65,000 with a l-foot hydraulic radius to 
1 in about 100,000, with  a 100-foot hydraulic  radius. 

Ratio between  the  mean and maximum  surface  velocities in open 
channels.-The relation between the mean velocity and  the maximum 
surface velocity in open channels has always been attractive as 
being a simple factor to be  used in gauging, but  the accuracy 
obtainable depends upon a knowledge of the correct ratio  to apply 
in  any particular case. Experimental  results have been published 
giving values for this  ratio varying between 0 * 47 and 0 * 95, but no 
formula, or table,  has ever been published, so far as the  Author is 
aware, which  reconciles the discrepancies between various observations 
or which ensures  results  correct  within 10 per cent. Several observers 
have constructed formulas to  suit  the conditions of their own experi- 
ments, but these have not given general satisfaction. 

Many  experiments were apparently  vitiated by the presence of 
weeds in  the channels, and a careful examination of the  data 
shows that weeds, rushes, large stones or other obstructions existed 
in practically every case where a ratio of less than 0.70 was 
observed. As it is  quite hopeless to  attempt  any mathematical 
treatment of weedy channels, the problem is narrowed to  that for 
clear channels with  variations of between 0.70 and 0.95. Dis- 
crepancies of 5 per cent. in a single set of experiments often occur in 
good work, and even the very valuable work of Darcy and Bazin 
could not, by itself, furnish a guide to  the general conclusion here- 
after  stated,  but before the direction of the velocity-ratio curves 
could be ascertained, other experiments under widely different 
conditions had to be made, after which some  puzzling differences 
still remained to be dealt with. From a set of experiments carried 
out by Boileau on a  channel having vertical sides and a considerable 
range of variation in depth, i t  was evident that  the shape of the 
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channel affected the result, and traces of the same effect appeared 
in  other  sets of experiments. The question arose as to how to 
express " shape "in a formula. The effect of shape upon the velocity 
ratio is that  in two channels of the same hydraulic radius but of 
different  widths and depths, the narrow and deep channel will 
show the higher velocity ratio. The hydraulic  radius alone does 
not " standardize " the dimensional properties of channels for  the 
present purpose. After many trials  the  Author found that a simple 
and suitable  factor  for  representing  shape " was the  ratio of the 

surface width to  the wetted perimeter, or -. W 
P 

The next point to be settled was a standard form of channel for 
general comparison, and  the choice  seemed to lie between a channel 

of infinite  width (giving - = l), and a semicircular channel (giving W 
P 

W 2  - = - = 0.63). The former was adopted and  the  standard channel P P  
velocity ratios corresponding to experimental conditions were 
calculated in a large  number of cases in accordance with the 
empirical rule :- 

mean D 

max. surface V 

The ratios so arrived a t  from several hundred cases  were marked 
upon diagrams similar to Fig. 1, against  dots locating the hydraulic 
conditions of R and v, and fifteen curves were contoured in 

give and  take " lines representing the location of the conditions 

under which the values of the  standard (from 0.70 to 0.84) 

would apply. These curves, eight of which have been transferred 
to Fig. 1, cover practically the whole range of conditions likely to be 
met with where gaugings are wanted. It was inevitable that  the 

standard diagram should not give directly the value of for any 

particular case, but should need correction in accordance with the 

shape factor. This  rule will invariably increase the value of ?- v 
above the  standard, so that  the range of actual values will be found 
to extend above 0.84. 

AS the experimental errors sometimes exceed the percentage of 
difference between the actual and  the  standard velocity ratios, 

v 

v 
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there  are  naturally some  cases where the modification is apparently 
in  the wrong direction, but on the whole it will be found that mean 
velocities calculated from observed maximum surface velocities in 
fairly regular channels in  the manner  here described, will rarely 
differ by as much as 5 per cent. from the results given by much 
more elaborate and costly methods of gauging, 

It is perhaps  doubtful  whether it is strictly correct to apply the 

over the whole range of conditions shown on the 

diagram, as there is some evidence that  in small rectangular channels, 
a t  velocities of less than 2 feet per second, the factor  might be 

( f 3  2 + -  T). 
Another point suggested by these conclusions is that if the 

hydraulic radius is not a perfect factor in determining the velocity 
ratio, it might  not be perfect in determining the mean velocity. The 
Author  is inclined to  think  that it is not perfect, but  that  its 
imperfection does not affect the mean velocity results to one-third 
of the  extent of the correction required for the velocity ratio, and 
therefore it would  be extremely difficult to trace the effect in 
ordinary  experimental  results. 

The velocity ratios shown in Fig. 1, in relation  to the values of 
R and W, may be taken  to apply approximately to all fairly smooth 
channels, including earth, sand, cement, brick, sawn timber and 
ashlar masonry. Rubble masonry and channels with  large pebbles 
or rough stone beds will show materially lower  velocity ratios, and 
should be preferably avoided as gauging stations, but  to give an 
approximate  rule it may  be stated broadly that  the percentage of 
reduction in velocity ratio in a rough channel, as compared with a 
smooth one, will  be about  one-third of the percentage difference in 
the mean velocities for the given slope and hydraulic radius. For 
example, if a smooth channel gave v = 4 feet per second, and 

v li - 0.80, and a rougher channel of the same size and shape gave 

V = 3 feet per second with the same slope, the value of - in  the 

rougher  channel will  be :- 

_ -  
V 

v 

0.80 X {l - 1 4  ( +3)}= 0.733. 
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This  rule is given with some  diffidence as  the  data  are not SO 

abundant as could  be  wished, but  in order to enable it to be applied 
when there  are no slope observations available for comparing the 
discharge capacity with Fig. 1, the relative discharges may be 
calculated from the formulas given in Table I. 

A special difficulty might be expected in the cases of circular or 
oval sewers flowing nearly  full, owing to a  doubt as  to whether the 

expression fairly represents the effect of shape under 
4 

3 + p  

the extreme case of the water-level approaching the crown of the 
sewer. Under these conditions, indeed, the laws of  flow have never 
been tested by any published set of experiments, and no engineer 
relies upon the theory that  the maximum disoharge of a sewer  occurs 
when it is  not  quite full. 

Following the rule  referred to in the case of circular sewers, it 
would appear that when flowing  half full  thevelocity  ratio would be 

10 per  cent. above the standard -, and when  flowing nearly full, v 
about 30 per cent. above (the limit being 33 per cent. at  full depth). 
There is nothing improbable about these figures, as the surface 
velocity when flowing nearly full approximates to  the value of the 
bottom velocity when flowing half full,  and  therefore would 
naturally be less than  the mean velocity ; and it is quite probable that 

the actual value of !? in a sewer running nearly full would  be 

greater than  unity. It is satisfactory to find that  the best recent 
researches on the distribution of velocity in large pipes, as shown by 
Pitot  tube experiments,' are  quite consistent with the rule in 
question applied to sewers running nearly full. 

The Author believes that, when further  data  are available, his 
ripple-gauge method of measuring surface velocities, coupled with a 
velocity ratio table, can be made very accurate, and of value to 
those who have to make gaugings in sewers. 

Whilst advocating the velocity ratio method of gauging as 
sufficiently  accurate  for the ordinary daily records of discharges and 
for economically obtaining hydrological data which  would not  other- 
wise  be recorded, the  Author deprecates the exclusive adoption of 

V 

v 

' Williams,  Hubbell and  Fenkell, " Experiments a t  Detroit, Mich., on the 
Effect of Curvature  upon  the Flow of Water in Pipes."  Transactions Am. Soc. 
C.E., vol. slrii (1903), p. 1. 
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any one method of gauging  without checking it by other methods 
when convenient opportunities occur, so that  data may accumulate 
to verify and, if necessary, to correct the  data now put forward. 

The relation between  mean  velocity, hydraulic radius and erosive or 
scouring  power.-Fig. 2, Plate 5, shows the relation between depth, 
mean velocity and scouring power. The vertical scale gives the 
logarithms of the depths or hydraulic  radii, and  the horizontal scale 
gives the logarithms of the mean velocities. The curves divide the 
diagram into seven zones, according to  the scouring power, as 
follows :- 

I. Mud and  silt  not moved. 
11. Fine  silt carried. 

111. Heavy silt and fine sand carried. 
IT. Coarse sand moved. 

VI. Large pebbles (size of hens' eggs) and coarse gravel moved. 
VII.  Large stones moved. 
It must  not be assumed that  the boundaries of these zones are 

quite  the hard and  fast lines which the exigencies of a diagram 
require. There is a certain amount of shading-off t o  be done 
mentally,  to account for graduations in  the sizes and specific gravities 
of the materials. 

All scouring action depends mainly upon the degree of turbulence 
of the flowing water : the boundary lines may be regarded there- 
fore as contours of equivalent degrees of turbulence a t  various 
depths and mean velocities, and  their directions are sufficiently 
accurate  for most practical purposes. The notes on the diagram 
are self-explanatory, and represent some of the more interesting 
data utilized in locating the curves. The upper parts of the curves 
have been located from a  large quantity of data derived from the 
nature of river-beds in relation to  their depths and velocities 
and also in some  cases from currents  in estuaries and  in  the 
open sea. 

Data  for  the lower parts of the curves were found in irrigation 
works records, notably in  India. I n  this connection the work of 
Mr. R. Q. Kennedy should be menti0ned.l He aimed at  defining 
the relation which should subsist between the depth and mean 
velocity in  Indian  irrigation canals in order to avoid any appreciable 
silting, and arrived at  the formula :- 

v = 0.84 d 

V. Small pebbles (size of peas) and gravel moved. 

0.64 

' Minutes of Proceedings Inst. C.E., vol. cxix, p. 281. 
[THE INST. C.E. VOL. SLXBI.] 2 A  
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in which v is the mean velocity in  feet per second, and d is the 
depth  in feet. This  formula was based upon the  results of thirty cases 
in which the  depth varied between 2 feet  and 7 feet, and these 
limits  are indicated on the diagram. 

The region of the experiments of Dubuat  and Login are shown 
by horizontal lines, and, the lower part of the diagram shows the 
location of Mr. J. A. Seddon’s interesting experiments  with sand in 
troughs.’ 

To obtain  data for  very  small depths  the Author made a number 
of observations on streams flowing across sandy beaches a t  low-tide, 
some of them being mere films of water  gliding over a slope of sand. 

These observations fully  justify the bend in  the boundary curve 
between zones I and 11, which corresponds closely with the critical 
velocity regions found in small pipe experiments, and shows that 
with  depths below l& inch the critical velocity increases as the 
depth decreases, whilst in depths  greater than If inch the reverse 
is  the case. 

To obtain other evidence as  to  the  curvature of the boundary 
lines  on each side of zone 11, with depths of from 1 inch to 3 feet, 
the  Author has observed the velocities and depths in about  sixty 
natural channels a t  points where the bed  was changing from silt  to 
sand, or sand to gravel, that is to say, in channels of diminishing 
sectional area, and also in places where the reverse conditions 
existed, and  in some  cases, where the flow  was controllable, observa- 
tions were made a t  varying  depths.  The weight of the evidence 
thus obtained is  in accordance with  the curves on the diagram 
(Fig. 2). 

AS regards the outward bend of the curves at  the boundaries of 
zone VI (dotted  on the diagram) no direct experiments were  made. 
A little consideration will  show that  they muat end practically 
horizontally, for it is obvious that  there is a minimum depth of 
stream that can  move a  stone of a  certain size. Extremely high 
velocities may be left  out of consideration because they will involve 
slopes, down which the stones would roll without the assistance of a 
stream of water. 

Several instances of sand-waves in  the bed of the channel are 
noted in zone 111, the waves varying between 1 inch  high in 2Q inches 
depth of water, and 5 feet and 15 feet high in  the  hver 
Mississippi. The pebble waves  on the bed of the Garonne, observed 
by Baumgarten, are noted in zone V. Two instances of standing 
SurfaCe-WaVeS in flowing water are also given. It has been said that 

--___ 
Journal of the Association of Engineering  Societies, vol. 5 (1886), p. 127. 
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these standing waves are caused by irregularities or sand waves in 
the bed, but no such cause existed in these cases, and where sand- 
waves existed the  Author has not found standing surface waves. 

I n  a few cases the  silt ratios are mentioned, but no general deduc- 
tion can be made from  these figures, because they seldom depend 
upon the hydraulic conditions at  the  site of observation in rivers, 
but  are influenced by circumstances existing  for great distances up 
stream ; but  the oase  of the sand ratio  in sand-pump dredger pipes 
reaching 1 in 6 a t  velocities of 15 to 20 feet per second is worthy 
of note. 

I n  the lower reaches of the Mississippi the silt ratio  is  not always 
highest when the velocity is highest, but depends more directly upon 
the silt ratio  in  the Missouri ; thus showing that  the  rate of settle- 
ment of silt in a  river of the  tortuous character of the Mississippi is 
very slow, and  that a tributary containing  a  large quantity of silt 
may obscure any definite study of the  natural silt ratio  in a  main 
river over hundreds of miles. In like manner it would  seem that 
the Mississippi Commission’s observations on “ scour and fill ’’ in 
relation to depth and mean velocity are obscured by the question of 
the varying degree of turbulence in  the water arriving at  the 
experimental  site, which depends not only on the hydraulic elements 
at  that site, but also on the conditions of curvature,  depth and velocity 
for a considerable distance up stream. Whether  any  “scour” or 
‘‘ fill ” takes place in  any particular reach also depends upon whether 
the water is already more or less loaded with  a ratio of silt 
appertaining to  the hydraulic conditions existing in  that reach. 

It has been held by many engineers that scouring power depends 
solely on the bottom velocity in a stream, but  in  the Author’s opinion 
that view is inaccurate. Turbulence of motion is  the real deter- 
mining  factor, and  that depends upon the  depth  and  the mean velocity 
as indicated in  the diagram (Fig. 2). Substituting bottom velocity 
for mean velocity only accentuates the differences due to depth, as 
will be seen by studying vertical velocity curves. Below the critical 
velocity the movement is of the stream-line order, and in an open 
channel the vertical velocity curves theoretically should be straight 
lines. RBvy’s observations on the  La  Plata, which showed them to 
be so, have been criticised because they differed from other observa- 
tions on large rivers a t  higher velocities by showing the maximum 
velocity at  the surface. The critical-point phenomenon was not 
then recognized in regard to large channels. RBvy found that  the 
bottom velocity increased faster  than  the surface velocity in  the  La 
Plata. Various observers have found that on the lower Mississippi the 
vertical velocity curves are very upright curves, showing the bottom 

2 A 2  
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velocity to be nearer the mean velocity than RBvy observed, and 
placing the maximum velocity well  below the surface. Such curves 
are found in  the neighbourhood of the critical point. At still  higher 
velocities the curves develop a more parabolic shape, with the 
maximum velocity still well  below the surface, and  the bottom 
velocity not increasing in  as high a ratio as the mean velocity ; a 
reversal of what occurs below the critical region. 

The boundaries of the zones shown in Fig. 2 have been plotted on 
to Fig. 1, and  the very close agreement between the boundary line 
of Zones I and I1 with the location of the lower boundary of the 
critical region in  Fig. 1, is remarkable and satisfactory, as indicating 
that  the commencement of scour coincides with  the change in  the 
mode of motion of the water. 

I n  conclusion, it may  be desirable to call attention  to some 
engineering problems upon which the foregoing investigation has a 
practical bearing. With  the rapid  growth in  the size of ships, the 
increase in depth of the entrances to harbours and river  estuaries is a 
work upon which far larger sums of money must be spent in  the 
future  than  in  the past. The use of the suction dredger has enabled 
engineers to accomplish rapidly  what  tra.ining works could  effect only 
after a considerable time, if a t  all ; but it is probable that a 
judicious combination of training works and suction-dredging may 
be  best in many cases, and  in order to secure the most economical 
results the hydraulics of large channels should be studied with more 
care than  has been customary hitherto. I n  irrigation works there is 
room for improvement in  the science of dealing with  silt, in order to 
convey it to  the places where it is useful, and  to avoid deposit or 
scour in  the canals. This problem also is becoming more important 
owing to  the larger scale upon which such works are now planned, 
and  the correct gauging of the water by rapid  and economical methods 
is needed in these works as much as in  other water-supply under- 
takings.  The Author hopes that  the present Paper will be of 
practical value in facilitating the solution of these problems. 

The  Paper is accompanied  by two tracings  from which Plate 5 
has been prepared, and by the following Appendix. 

[APPENDIX. 
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A P P E N D I X .  
-- 

TABLE ~.-RATIO OF MEAN VELOCITY 
MAXIMUM SURFACE VELOCITY (= +) IN 'MooTB c ~ N E L ' '  

Hydrauli, 
Radius 

Feet. 
in 

0.10 

0.20 

0.50 

0.75 

1.00 

1-50 

2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

5.0 

6.0 

8.0 

10.0 

20.0 

40-0 

60.0 

100.0 

Standard Values of for Channels of Unlimited Width. 

0.70 1 0.72 I 0.74 1 0.76 1 0.78 I 0.80 1 0.82 1 0.84 

Mean Velocities at which the zbwe  Ratios Occw. 

Feet per Second. 
__ 

0.10 

0.13 

0.17 

0.18 

0.20 

0.22 

0.25 

0.28 

0.30 

0.33 

0.37 

0.43 

0.47 

0.61 

0.82 

0.97 

1.20 

- 

__ 

0.92 

0.71 

0-53 

0.50 

0.53 

0.58 

0.60 

0.62 

0'66 

0.71 

0.75 

0'82 

0.88 

1.13 

1-45 

1-70 

2.00 
- 

~ 

3.1 

2.0 

1.18 

0.99 

0.90 

0.84 

0.87 

0.98 

1.10 

1.19 

1.28 

1-42 

1.54 

1.95 

2.46 

2.84 

3.35 

- 

__ 

5.80 

3.00 

2-24 

1.89 

1-57 

1.43 

1.34 

1.38 

1.47 

1.58 

1.78 

1.98 

2.78 

3.82 

4.50 

5.45 

- 

7.6 

5 - 4  

4.3 

3-1 

2.6 

2.1' 

2.0: 

1.9, 

1.9! 

2.1: 

2.21 

3' l! 

4*4! 

5.5! 

7.1! 

__ 

18.5 

12.9 

9.9 

6.9 

5.5 

4.05 

3.45 

3.15 

3.05 

2.88 

2.89 

3-56 

4.96 

6.15 

7.97 

22.5 

15.4 

11.8 

8.2 

6.5 

5.65 

5.15 

4.50 

4.24 

4.30 

5-55 

6.75 

8.70 

26'0 

17.2 

13'0 

10'8 

9'2 

7-55 

6-70 

5-60 

6-35 

7.62 

9.70 

-- 
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TABLE II.-FORMIJLA AND COEFFICIENTS FOR THE FLOW OF WATER IN PIPES 

AND OPEN CHANNELS. 

Where 

V =  
c S; 

1 .  

v = mean  velocity  in feet per  second, 
R = hydmulic  radius in feet, 

S = cosecant of slope = ---. length 
fall 

When R is greater  than z the  term y d%R is omitted  from the formula. 
- 

TABLE OF CONSTANTS AND COEFFICIENTS. 

Description of Surface. 

Plain  wrought  iron . . . . . 
Riveted sheet  iron . . . . 
New cast iron'(A) . . . . 

-- 

>, I ,  ,, (B) . . . . 
Lead . . . . . . . . 
Pure  cement  rendering . . . 
Brickwork (in  good condition) . 

(rather rough) . . . 
Unplaned  plank . . . . . 
Hammer-dressed  masonry . . 
Rough  stony earth . . . . 
Smoothearth or silt . . . . 

n 

1-80 

1.825 

1.85 

2.00 

1 -75  

1.95 

2.00 

2.00 

2.00 

2.00 

2.00 

-- 

(See 

C 

3.004787 

0.005674 

0.005347 

0.006752 

0.005224 

0.006429 

0.007746 

0.008845 

0.008451 

0.011166 

0,021444 

'ig. 1 and 

-- 
- 

X 

0.65 

0.677 

0.67 

0.63 

0.62 

0.61 

0.61 

0.625 

0.615 

0.66 

0.78 

ext of 

Y 

0.018 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

1 

0.01224 

0.03349 

0.07825 

? 

'aper.) 

0.07 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

? 

0.50 

0.50 

1 .oo 
? 

In  the case of cast  iron the  set of coefficients  which gives the lowest  discharge 
should  be  used.  The set (A) applies below 6 feet  per second  and (B) above that 
velocity. 
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TABLE III.-RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS EADE BY THE AUTHOR BELOW THE 

CRITICAL VELOCITY. 

R 
-- 

Feet. 
7.05 

7.12 

7.33 

7'45 

7-50 

7.72 

8' 15 

-- 
2.475 

2.37 

2.33 

2.356 

2.32 

2-32 

2-356 

2.60 

0.3125 

9 ,  

S 

- 
1 i n  

332,000 

66,400 

46,110 

52,695 

43,680 

29,120 

22,132 

-- 
l ,  831,000 (1 )  

610,400 

366,240 

261,600 

130,800 

122,080 

70,430 

36,624 

133,510 

17,042 

3,758 

1,146 

1,038 
l 

v 
-- 
eet per Second 

0.027 

0'180 

0.213 

0.197 

0.279 

0.421 

0.665 

0.0094 

0.0189 

0.0336 

0.0566 

0.110 

0.171 

0.289 

0-639 

0.0241 

0.445 

0.772 

1'380 

1'488 

Notes. 
- 

River Thames. 

Discharge observed  by  varying 
number of paddles  open at  
weir. 

River Kennet. 

Discharge  observed by varying 
opening of mill-sluice. 

15-inch cast-iron  pipe 38,855 

Discharge  by  water-meter. 
feet long, rather  incrusted. 
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Fi,q: 2. PLATE 5.  

S C O U R I N G  P O W E R  

V E L O C I T Y  A N D  DEPTH 
IN FIELATION TO 

30 

20 
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